During next physics run CDF will strongly enhance its heavy flavor tagging capabilities with the installation of a silicon vertex detector (SVX), that will allow precise measurements of secondary decay vertices in the plane transverse to the beam (impact parameter resolution rz 12 pm). We expect this detector to have a significant impact on b-physics (~78 z 350 pm) and top search. In the following we will discuss CDF prospects for top search and for CP violation asymmetry measurements in the B-sector.
With an integrated luminosity of 25 pb-' (the goal for the 1992 run), approximately 5 x 10s b's will he produced. At CDF the total inelastic cross section, rind, is of the order of 50 mb and the b-production cross section is nb Y 20 pb for Jysl < 1.0 [3] , which gives a ratio ~bb/cr;~~, N 4 x lo-'. The secondary vertex detection provided by the SVX ( [4, 5] W + jet.9 -a 1 + J% + jeta, (3.6) in the event for three values of the top mass. The event which basically leads to the same topology. However, a z-vertex smearing gives N 60 % contribution to Bl and clear difference is given by the presence of the two b's in B2. tf events. On the basis of present top analysis results, The measured CP vi-ground rejection. The figures used in the previous estiolating asymmetry, A, is proportional to sin20, the raw mates should be granted by the secondary vertex detec-CP violating asymmetry from the CKM matrix [14, 15] . tion that will be provided by the SVX. The error on sin2P can be expressed as 
